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DOMINIUM LUXURY RESORT
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Welcome to Morocco
The Kingdom of Morocco is strategically located

Morocco is renowned for it’s warm and friendly

between Europe and Africa. The Head of State,

people and with blue skies and wonderful climate,

King Mohammed VI, has reigned over Morocco since

culture, exciting and exotic lifestyle, diverse natural

1999 when the country started a new chapter in it’s

scenery, numerous leisure pursuits and above all, the

long history, with the focus on political and

incredible value for money on offer compared to

economic liberalisation. As a result, Morocco has

many other countries, it’s not surprising that

become a very stable country with a steadily

Morocco is quickly becoming the destination of

growing economy helped in part by agriculture

choice for tourists and real estate investors alike.

and forestry, mining, fishing, the services and
manufacturing industries and most importantly, the
tourism sector.
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Morocco is a culturally rich and environmentally

in improving the rail and road links, with modern

friendly country and is fast becoming a prime

highways and railways now linking all major cities.
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Morocco Tourism

tourist destination with visitors arriving from
every corner of the globe. With the potential for

The open skies policy has also greatly increased

more significant growth, the government has

the number of airlines flying into Morocco and

taken the conscious decision to make tourism

as a result airports are being upgraded or new

the number one priority to generate revenue for

ones built to an international standard in order

the country.

to accommodate the rapidly increasing number
of visitors to the country. The major ports of
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With an average of over 300 days of sunshine

Tangier and Casablanca regularly accommodate

each year, Morocco is a very diverse country,

visiting cruise ships and there are several large

with deserts, snow-capped mountains, forests

new marinas around the coast such as Saidia and

and pristine sandy beaches. Under the guidance

Agadir, with an increasing number of wealthy

of King Mohammed VI and his “Vision 2020” plan,

boat owners choosing to moor their yachts in

the Moroccan government is taking great strides

these modern marinas.
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Agadir – Tourist
Capital of Morocco
Agadir is blessed with a wonderful climate – in the

offers direct flights to and from numerous cities and

winter the weather is mild and sunny with an

countries in Europe and beyond and the city is

average daytime temperature of 20C (68F) and just

modern with many open spaces. The standard of

the occasional day when it is more cloudy. Similarly,

the accommodation is high and there is a huge

cooling Atlantic breezes in the summer months

range of good quality local and international

typically keep the maximum temperatures much

restaurants, an exciting and vibrant nightlife with an

lower than further inland, with a daytime average of

abundance of bars and clubs, numerous shops and a

around 29C (84F).

comprehensive range of leisure activities.

Agadir is considered as the regional capital with a

The wide sandy beach in Agadir runs for a length of

population approaching 800,000 and lies directly on

6km with a promenade that extends from the

the Atlantic coast to the south of the Atlas

southern headland right around to the large modern

Mountains. It is regarded as the number one

marina which is located at the northern end of the

tourism destination in Morocco and for very good

bay. There is a full range of water sports available

reasons. The modern international airport of Agadir

including kite surfing for which the area is renowned.
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Agadir – Morocco’s
Golfing Destination
Just three hours flying time from the majority of major European cities, Agadir offers a choice of five very different golf courses plus a
highly acclaimed golf training centre. Each course offers a unique challenge and all take full advantage of the picturesque scenery with
mountain and ocean views. With warm, sunny days and an average annual daytime temperature of 25C (77F), an increasing number of
golfers are choosing Agadir over other popular golfing destinations such as Florida. Rather than taking a lengthy and costly flight and
suffering jet lag from several hours’ time difference, more and more golfers are choosing Agadir which offers a much reduced flight time
of just three hours, no jet lag, guaranteed sun, exceptional hospitality and above all, excellent value for money.

AGADIR GOLF
TRAINING CENTRE
agadir-golf-training-center.com
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GOLF DU SOLEIL
golfdusoleil.com

TAGHAZOUT GOLF
tazegzout.com

GOLF LES DUNES
golflesdunesagadir.com

ROYAL GOLF
CLUB AGADIR
royalgolfagadir.com

GOLF DE L’OCEAN
golfdelocean.com
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Agadir – International Resort
Agadir is a modern city with wide avenues,

Agadir has all of the attributes that you would

blooming gardens, international hotels and an

expect to find in a destination that attracts visitors

excellent infrastructure. The main attraction for

from all over the world. There is a wide range of

many tourists are the splendid beaches and pristine

quality restaurants throughout the city offering both

blue waters which cater for a complete range of

local and international cuisine. At night, the marina

water sports including sailing and wind surfing.

is a focal point for those who enjoy a relaxing stroll
whilst window shopping and there are numerous

The Kasbah, built on a cliff 240m above the sea, was

bars and clubs to suit visitors seeking a more lively

built in 1540 to protect the city against the

atmosphere.

Portuguese and offers panoramic views across the
city, port and ocean. The famous Agadir Suk is a
huge open air market selling a wide range of
merchandise and specialises in spices.
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Dominium Resort
– Concept and Location
Dominium Resort is a luxury condo hotel offering

or twelve years with the operating company

exceptional accommodation and facilities more akin

ensures that you receive both consistent and high

to a private members club. Owners have the

levels of rental income. Each property is maintained

opportunity to use their property when they wish,

to the highest of standards with a daily

but when not in residence, the property will be

housekeeping service when guests are in residence.

rented to guests, generating significant levels of

All net rental revenues after deduction of costs and

rental income for owners.

expenses that the hotel generates are shared by the
owners based on a formula linked to the size of

The Condo Hotel concept negates the typical

each property.

drawbacks of second home ownership. You are the
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exclusive holder of the land title and your tenure

The maintenance and hospitality services are

status guarantees a swift return on your investment.

guaranteed by a luxury hospitality management

A lease system signed over a period of either nine

company with a successful track record in Morocco.
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Location
Dominium Resort is located at the centre of
Agadir’s tourist district and only 400 metres
from the 6km long beach and promenade.
Within walking distance of the resort, there
are a variety of good quality restaurants, shops,
lively bars and evening entertainment.
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Typical One
Bedroom Suite
There are a number of one bedroom designs with a
choice of ground floor, first floor, second floor and
penthouse suites. Each comes fully furnished and
equipped to international standards.
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There is a choice of two bedroom floor plans located
on the ground floor, first floor and second floor. There
are also a limited number of two bedroom
penthouses. Each suite comes fully furnished and
equipped to international standards.
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Typical Two
Bedroom Suite
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Management
Services
A professional and comprehensive management
service is assured when you purchase a property at
Dominium Resort.
Included within the annual charges for each property,
adequate provision is made to include the following:

• Daily maid service and house keeping
• Maintenance and refurbishment of the
properties and resort
• External maintenance and painting
of the properties
• Upkeep of gardens and communal grounds
• 24/7 Security
• Pool cleaning and maintenance
• All utility charges for properties and resort
• Concierge services and shuttle bus
• Hotel reception
• Business centre
• Gymnasium
• Accountancy
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Owners at Dominium Resort have a choice of two distinct rental programmes.

OPTION ONE
The Flexible Rental Programme

OPTION TWO
The Guaranteed Rental Programme

In year one, the targeted minimum annual net
income for owners has been calculated as 8%,
rising to 10% in year two and 12% in year three
and thereafter. These figures are based on the
original contracted selling price for each property.

For those owners who are investment focused
and not planning to use their property for
personal use, the guaranteed rental programme
provides a reliable and consistent income option.

As an example, an owner purchasing a property at
Dominium Resort for €150,000 could expect to
earn €12,000 by the end of year one, €15,000 end
of year two and €18,000 at the end of year three.
The Operator will also guarantee that the owner
receives a minimum of 4% rental return per
annum providing that the owner doesn’t use his
property for personal use for more than two
weeks in high season or four weeks in low season.
Owners are able to use their property whenever
they wish but the greater the personal use, the
lower the revenue.
This plan is ideally suited for those owners who
want the flexibility to use their property for
themselves or for friends or family whenever
they wish and where generating maximum rental
income isn’t a priority.
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Rental Services

Owners can receive up to 8% per annum* by way
of a guaranteed income after deduction of all
direct running costs. If owners wish to use their
property during the guaranteed rental contract
period, it will be subject to both availability and
payment by them of the rack rental rate less 10%
for the applicable rental period.
Owners in the guaranteed programme will not be
entitled to receiving any bonus income unlike
owners in the flexible programme who may benefit
from the success of the resort and the additional
rental revenues that are generated as a result.
Rental income payable to owners is typically
paid quarterly.
Subject to Operator approval, owners may
switch from one plan to the other, giving a
minimum of six months’ notice.
*subject to terms and conditions
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Site Plan
Dominium Resort consists of seven separate
accommodation buildings plus a club house, all built
around a large central pool. The resort is gated with
24/7 security and there is provision for parking. The
lush tropical landscaped gardens and water features
add a magical ambiance and a touch of the exotic.
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Facilities
Dominium Resort will provide owners and guests
with a five-star experience offering a comprehensive
range of facilities and services to make every stay a
luxurious and unforgettable experience. In addition
to the services and facilities listed, a limited number
of private storage lockers are available to owners
for rent or sale.
Pool
The large circular resort style pool is for the use of
owners and guests. Loungers and towels will be
provided. In addition to the main pool, there are
roof top spas located on some of the
accommodation buildings.
Club Spa & Hammam
Located in the lower ground floor of the clubhouse
building, a range of treatments will be available
subject to the appropriate charge.
Gymnasium and Fitness Centre
Available to all owners and guests, there will be a
comprehensive range of equipment, weights and
exercise programmes.

English Lounge Club
For the exclusive use of proprietors and their
families and operated as a private owners club this
will be a place to relax in sophisticated and
luxurious surroundings.
Business Centre
Available to owners and guests, a full range of
business services will be available for those who
need to keep in regular contact with their
companies or business.
Reception & Guest Services
Checking in and out, room service, cleaning and
household services, restaurant delivery, general
queries and enquiries.
Concierge Services
Booking of excursions and trips, car hire, boat hire,
booking restaurants, taxi, local and airport in-house
shuttle service, golf tee times.
Maintenance
Technical assistance – air conditioning, TV, internet,
telephone, equipment and general maintenance.

Restaurant
Serving a range of local and international dishes, the
ambiance of the restaurant will reflect the exclusive
nature of the resort.
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Questions & Answers
Q1. Will I have full ownership of the property
with freehold title?
Yes.
Q2. Will my payments to the developer
be protected?
Laws in Morocco are similar to France. Payments must
be made by bank transfer to the developer’s account.
As the project is more than 60% complete and there is
no debt, purchasers will never be in the position of
paying out more than the asset value of their property.
Q3. Is the purchase price fully inclusive of all taxes
and fees?
The purchase price includes all purchase taxes,
furniture and equipment. The only cost to the purchaser
will be the legal/notary fees. The furnishings and
equipment will be invoiced separately at 15% of the
property purchase price.
Q4. Are there any restrictions to me using my
property whenever I wish?
It will depend on the type of rental programme chosen.
Please refer to page 13 of this brochure.
Q5. I want to use the property myself and not
rent it out - is this possible?
No - as this has been designated a condo hotel,
purchasers are obligated to lease their property
through the management company, but this doesn’t
preclude an owner from spending a significant period
of time in the resort.
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Q6. Can I find my own rental clients and collect
payments directly?
Owners can refer potential guests to the management
company who will deal with all aspects of the rental.
Q7. What happens if a guest damages the property,
furnishings or equipment?
The management company is obligated to maintain all
properties in excellent condition. If any guest should
cause any damage, the management company is liable
and will make good.
Q8. What are the on-going charges and costs,
how are they paid and by whom?
All costs are met by the management company as
detailed on page 12 of this brochure and are deducted
from the rental revenue which is paid to owners.
Q9. How and when do I receive my rental income
from rental guests?
Those opting for the guaranteed rental programme will
be paid quarterly by bank transfer to the owner’s bank
account opened in a local bank. Owners opting for the
flexible rental programme will be paid annually after
the closure of the year-end accounts of the condo hotel
by the management company.
Q10. Can I or my guests use all of the resort
facilities and is there a charge?
The only charges are for spa treatments and the
restaurant. Please refer to page 16 of this brochure for
full details.
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Q12. If and when I sell my property, is there any
capital gains tax and if so, how much?
If you sell your apartment you will be subject to
property tax (tpi) equal to 20% of the net profit with a
minimum amount payable of 3% of the sale price.
Q13. If I die and the property is in my name,
what happens?
If and when you die, the property automatically returns
to your heirs, either by deed of inheritance or
testament (to be produced).
Q14. On my death, is there any inheritance tax on
disposal of the property?
There is no inheritance tax in Morocco.
Q15. Can I purchase the property through a trust
or SPV rather than my own name?
Yes. We recommend that professional advice is sought
on this matter.
Q16. Are there any restrictions in relation to
selling my Morocco property?
There are no restrictions when selling a Moroccan
property, other than the new owner will be committed
to the remaining term of the lease with the
management company, and as such must sign a new
lease, under the same conditions.
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Q17. What redress do I have if the management
company fails to perform?
If the management company should fail, the developer
will be obligated to find a suitable replacement within
an agreed period of time. Failing this, the general
assembly of co-owners may itself designate a new
management company. It is worth noting that the
English shareholders of the development company will
be retaining a number of the dominium properties and
therefore it is in their interest to ensure the smooth
running of the management operation.
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Q11. Do I have to pay tax on my rental income in
Morocco and if so, how much?
There is no tax on rental income earned during the
first three years of ownership. From the fourth year,
owners will be subject to local tax on their income, but
with a reduction of 40% on the amount of gross
earnings declared, provided the return has been
submitted relating to the rental income before the
1st March each year.

Q18. Who is the management company and do
they have a successful track record?
The management company (BHM Hotels) is owned by
the developer and for several years has successfully
managed a resort of 200 apartments south of
Casablanca (La Alcazaba beach resort) which was built
by the same developer. BHM Hotels is a successful
operator with an excellent long term track record.
Q19. What happens if for any reason the
developer fails to complete the project?
The developer has already personally injected seven
million euros into the dominium project with no debt
and therefore it has an interest to complete the
Dominium development as soon as practical. In
addition, the shareholders enjoy a good reputation both
in London and Morocco, thanks in part to the success
of their resort “La Alcazaba Beach.”
Q20. What provision is there for replacement of
damaged or worn furnishings/equipment?
The management company has the responsibility to
replace any worn or damaged furniture/equipment.
An annual figure equal to 3% of rental revenues has
been budgeted for renewals.
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Questions & Answers
Q21. Is the revenue generated from rental guests
pooled / shared between all owners?
Yes – subject to the owner choosing the flexible
rental programme.
Q22. Who is responsible for insurance and normal
service charges?
The management company will insure the condo hotel
at it’s own expense and will provide the general
services at it’s own cost.
Q23. On what basis are the running costs and
maintenance charges calculated?
Operating and maintenance costs will be included in
the operating account of the management company.
However, owners are obligated to pay a contribution
equivalent to 20eur / m2 / per annum for provision of
a repair fund for extra-ordinary expenses such as
retaining walls, facades, swimming pool etc.
Q24. Who decides on nightly rates and how do
I know that they are realistic?
Dominium resort, similar to other quality hotels, will
have a reservation program that allows day-to-day
pricing for each type of apartment to be set based on
occupancy and local demand. Similarly, it will be
referenced on major booking sites i.e. Booking.com.
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Q25. If I opt for the guaranteed rental plan, do I
get any free weeks for personal use?
No.
Q26. If I opt for the flexible rental plan, is there a
minimum guaranteed return?
Yes, the minimum will be 4% per annum.
Q27. Are there any arrangements in place for
viewing the project and the Agadir area?
Yes, we have a local team who are available to meet
you in Agadir and show you the development and
surrounding area.
Q28. How do I reserve a property?
After selecting your preferred unit you pay a fully
refundable deposit of £1,000 which takes the property
off the market for 28 days. During this time, the
reservation contract is prepared and the balance of
30% becomes due for payment within a maximum
period of 45 days of the initial deposit.
Q29. Is there a stage payment plan?
£1,000 – reservation deposit. Balance of 30% –
signature of contract. 30% – completion of external
finishings (watertight building). 40% – final completion
and notary signing. All payments should be made
by wire transfer directly to the developer’s account
in Morocco.
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Q31. Are there Morocco mortgages available and
if so, what are the terms and conditions?
The majority of Moroccan banks provide mortgages to
non-nationals, subject to the following conditions:
3 Potential facility: 50% of contracted sales price
3 Security: 1st charge over the title of property
3 Interest rate: circa 5%
3 Maximum term: 20 years, interest and capital
repayments.
3 Repayment: must be effected prior to borrower’s
65th birthday
3 Minimum annual income of £50,000 sterling or
equivalent (excludes any Moroccan rental income)
Q32. I’m interested in receiving more information
– could I meet with a local representative?
Yes. We have local experts available to meet you at
your home or office.
Q33. Can I purchase without having to visit
Morocco?
Yes.
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Q34. Are there any government restrictions for
transferring money from Morocco?
The law in Morocco guarantees that foreign investors
can transfer monies out of Morocco providing that they
operate a convertible dirham bank account.
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Q30. I have decided to purchase – do I need to
open a Morocco bank account?
You must open a convertible Dirham account through
which all purchase monies must pass in foreign
currency. In addition, this account can also be used for
crediting rental income and the proceeds from the
eventual sale of your property. This guarantees that
monies can be transferred out of Morocco without
any issues.

Q35. What is the expected future capital growth
for property in Agadir?
Property values in Agadir are currently rising on average
by approximately 3% per annum. This can be much
higher for quality properties.
Q36. I have decided to purchase
– what is the next step?
Please contact your local agent whom you originally
met or spoke with.
Q37. Are there any city taxes to pay?
There is the common services tax (tsc) which is
minimal and falls due at the end of May each year.
Q38. Can I make any structural alterations
to my property?
No. The management company requires that all
apartments are furnished and decorated to the same
high standard and appearance.
Q39. What happens at the end of the lease
agreement with the management company?
At the end of the lease period, you have the possibility
to extend your rental contract or you can choose to
keep your apartment without any commitment to
renting it out.
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Fine & Country
Fine & Country is a global network of estate agencies
specialising in the marketing, sale and rental of prime
residential property. With offices in over 300 locations
worldwide including the UK, Australia, Florida, France, Italy,
Portugal, Spain, Dubai, Malta, South Africa, West Africa, Russia
and Hungary we combine the widespread exposure of
the international marketplace with the local expertise and
knowledge of carefully selected independent
property professionals.
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International Coverage
Cyprus
France
Hungary
Mauritius
Morocco
Namibia
Portugal
Romania
Russia
South Africa
Spain
The Channel Islands
United Arab Emirates
USA
West Africa

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UK Coverage
East Anglia & East Midlands
Heart of England & South Wales
London & South East
North West & North Wales
West Country
Yorkshire & North East
International Head Office

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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FINE & COUNTRY INTERNATIONAL
HEAD OFFICE:
119 – 121 Park Lane
Mayfair
London W1K 7AG
Tel: +44 20 7079 1515
parklane@fineandcountry.com
MOROCCO SALES & ENQUIRIES:
Woodwick Hall
Limpley Stoke
Bath BA2 7GP
Tel: +44 7867 987798
morocco@fineandcountry.com
17, Rue Al Bouhtouri
Quartier Gauthier
20160 Casablanca
Morocco
fineandcountry.com/morocco
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